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Local Matters is a nonprofit working to improve food security and health
across communities through food education, access, and advocacy. We
provide a range of impactful, comprehensive programs that give people the
resources, knowledge, and skills they need to eat well and feed their families
on a budget. In 2022, our core programs brought life changing education and
access to over 10,000 children and adults across Columbus.

Looking for an individual volunteer opportunity? 

LEAD LEARNING GARDEN ASSISTANT
Lead Learning Garden Assistants work independently and alongside the Local
Matters growing team by assisting in maintaining and caring for an assigned learning
garden site. This opportunity has few restrictions and is very flexible. Volunteers are
able to work at their own pace and set their own schedule with our growing team. 

SEED SITTER SEEDLING STARTER ASSISTANT
Seed Sitter volunteers assist the Local Matters growing program by growing
seedlings at home that are then later transferred into one of Local Matters learning
garden sites. Seed Starter kits include seeds, soil, and a starter tray. Volunteers can
either pick-up a kit from the Local Matters office or by purchasing these items
themselves. 

LEARNING GARDEN CLEAN-UPS
This opportunity is offered to individual volunteers and groups to support to assist
with preparation and on-going maintenance of the Local Matters learning garden
sites. Learning garden clean-up opportunities are offered for individuals ages 7 and
up. Volunteers will assist with removal of debris, weeding, watering, rebuilding beds,
installation of plants, and harvesting.

Take a look at our garden related opportunities: 



CLASS INSTRUCTOR
Class Instructors help Local Matters staff lead community programming. Class Instructors are
trained to team teach, leading the participants through the preparation of some easy healthful
recipes, step by step process of preparing the ingredients, and sharing some cooking tips and
tricks along the way. Class Instructors will be provided with necessary training and teaching
materials to provide participants with the best experience possible. 

COMMUNITY COOKING CLASS HOST OR ASSISTANT
As a class assistant volunteer, you will work alongside and behind the scenes to ensure
participants can cook, learn, and enjoy everything during a class. Volunteers will assist in
welcoming and signing in participants, helping set up cooking stations, knife and cutting
assistance, sharing cooking tips and tricks, washing and drying dishes, class area cleans up, and
general class related tasks. 

Looking to do some hands-on cooking or assist instructors? 

VEGGIE VAN RETAIL ASSISTANT
Class Instructors help Local Matters staff lead community programming. Class Instructors are
trained to team teach, leading the participants through the preparation of some easy healthful
recipes, step by step process of preparing the ingredients, and sharing some cooking tips and
tricks along the way. Class Instructors will be provided with necessary training and teaching
materials to provide participants with the best experience possible. 

SPECIAL EVENTS ASSISTANT 
As a class assistant volunteer, you will work alongside and behind the scenes to ensure
participants can cook, learn, and enjoy everything during a class. Volunteers will assist 
in welcoming and signing in participants, helping set up cooking stations, knife and 
cutting assistance, sharing cooking tips and tricks, washing and drying dishes, 
class area cleans up, and general class related tasks. 

Looking to help Local Matters off-site?



Groups can help support the work of Local Matters programming by hosting and participating in
sponsored kitchen/program supply and holiday meal kit item drives. T. Groups can assist Local
Matters in its programming efforts by sharing or shopping the Local Matters Amazon 
Wishlist, collecting needed items for a specific holiday or seasonal drive, and 
assisting with the packing and distribution of collected goods.

Looking for more of a group experience? 

LEARNING GARDEN CLEAN-UP & MAINTENANCE
One of the most popular group volunteer engagement opportunities that Local Matters offers to
partners is with our growing programming in our partnered community learning gardens. Local
Matters operates between 15-25 partnered community gardens, where we host educational
programming for the community, students, and families. 

Group opportunities in the gardens normally are scheduled beginning in mid to late March and
wrap up in early October. Most group opportunities will range in time from 2-4 hours. These
opportunities can be schedule as one time group events or on-going support through the duration
of the growing season. Groups are a great help in assisting with garden preparation through
cleanup projects, restoration of raised beds projects, installation of sprout projects, and continued
garden maintenance.

We have opportunities large and small! 

SPECIAL EVENTS
Special Event Group volunteers assist Local Matters' staff at the many
community events Local Matters participates in throughout the year.
Group volunteers assist not only in maintaining the flow of the event
but support the delivery and level of engagement happening with
program participants. Group support is most utilized during large
events like our all-day grocery store tour, the African American
Wellness Walk and Cooking with Dads and Harvest Ball.

SPICE BUNDLING PARTY
This activity is great for groups because it is done on site at our office
but can be brought to groups and done at their locations as well.
Spice bundles are used as a tool to create a fundamental
understanding of common flavor profiles along with the basic culinary
skills participants learn during the course. Every program participant
receives a spice bundle to support them in their education process
and provide them with the necessary ingredients to create healthy
delicious meals for their families.

SUPPLY DRIVES/HOLIDAY HELP



This opportunity is offered to corporate partners interested individual volunteers
willing to assist Local Matters in using their professional expertise to support both
large and small organizational needs. These skills-based volunteers are able assist Local
Matters with opportunities such as the Local Matters Annual Harvest Ball Fundraising,
research and data collection, tech and AV, organization, and problem solving.

Skills-based

Looking to do something remotely? We have that too!

SOCIAL MEDIA AMBASSADOR
As a Social Media Ambassadors volunteer, volunteers assist with the promotion Local Matters'
work, impact, and events through their own social media channels, with the guidance and support
of the Development/Communications team. Social Media Ambassadors will be invited to
participate in the ongoing work and events.

Sponsor activities are a great way for corporate partners to support Local Matters in direct
service opportunities on a large scale. Groups can assist Local Matters by raising funds for
specific program initiatives the are community focused and mission aligned. Groups can buy and
assist with the distribution of $10 meal kits to be donated for individuals and families or partner
with us to sponsor classrooms or a series programming for a partnering organization who cannot
afford to pay to host Local Matters at their location.

Sponsorship

ONLINE GIVING
Share and shop Local Matters Amazon wish list to support individuals and family participants.
Items purchased will support growing and educational program participants.


